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Molecular docking analyses of thiazolidine-2,4-dione analogues for PPAR-gamma agonism in 
the search of antidiabetic agents

Abstract: Thiazolidine-2,4-dione acting as an agonist to this receptor PPARgamma, they decrease insulin resistance in
adipose tissue, skeletal muscles and liver. In order design useful agent it is quite necessary to understand molecular
dynamics of the ligands with their targets. An important aspect of glitazones is acidic head group connected to lipophilic
tail by a phenoxyalkyl For rational design of newer ligands, in present work mapping of target PPARɣ is reported, such that
interactions of pharmacophore present on the structure and further exploration of the molecules is possible and helpful
for the followers.
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Basic scaffold for PPARγ agonist 
Fig.6(a): Molecule TZD2 in to the
active site of PPARγ showing
Hydrogen bonding interactions

Fig.6(b): TZD1 in to the active site showing
Hydrogen bonding interactions with cystein
285:importance of C=O

General structure

Figure 2| Drug classes contribute to type 2 
diabetes market growth (frequently 
prescribed) DPP: dipeptidyl peptidase; 
GLP1: glucagon-like peptide

Figure 1| Top countries for estimated
population with diabetes
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Figure 2| Analysis of protein PPARγ by UNIPROT SERVER
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Figure 5| Design strategies for novel ligand based  
on need for binding in to LBD

Table 1| Docking analyses of representative analogues
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Further Studies: Synthesis of designed compounds followed by

subject to suitable anti- diabetic assay is necessary towards

validation of above studies

Highlights of the work :
1) Study of molecular biology of protein

PPARgamma
2) Study of active site of PPAR (mapping)
3) To study binding modes (and hence

amino acid residues) for existing drug
4) To design novel analogues
5) To perform docking analysis of

analogues

“Y” Shaped cavity of PPAR γ

Figure 3| LBD of PPARγ is “Y” shaped cavity, the key hydrogen
bonds are formed between acidic head pieces of rosiglitazone a full
agonist and His323 and Ser289 Gly286, Ser289, Ala292, ILe326,
Leu330, Met364, ILe281, ILe324, Gly259, Leu255

FURTHER INSIGHTS: HYDROPHOBICITY SCALE

Figure 4| active site of PPARγ
studied Part of cavity showing
BROWN COLOR indicates
hydrophobic nature

Earlier work: Literature

Acidic head and hydrophobic tail are essential for

activity

Phenoxyalkyl linker is required as spacer

Bioisosteric replacement of “O” by “S” results active
agents
Acyl-amide linker (-CH2CONH2) yields active agents
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RSL -- -.3.2092 ++ +++ +++++

TZD1 -H -3.5528 ++ + +++++

TZD2 -CH3
-3.1804 ++ ++ +++++

TZD3 -C2H5
-3.5528 ++ + +++++

TZD4 -Cl -4.439 ++ +++ +++++

TZD5 -Br -3.833 ++ + +++++

TZD5 -F -3.001 ++ + +++++

TZD6 -OH -1.501 ++ - +++++


